It is of great importance to us that we will have a say and a voice in what happens to Broadstone in
the future, since we feel we are members of the Broadstone community and will continue to be for
many years to come in the home that we purchased because it was a part of Broadstone. In the
future we hope to have a family of our own and this was something we also considered when
moving house, as when we have children we want to be part of Broadstone and know that our
children can attend Broadstone schools, and be part of the community in this way. We were so
excited to move out of Creekmoor and into Boradstone and be part of Broadstone, so to now
discover that in the future, the chance to speak for the community we are now a part of could be
taken away from us because some people had the idea that these roads should be moved into the
Creekmoor Ward is heart‐breaking, and who knows how things will progress from there. Firstly Pine
Springs is to be part of a different ward to Broadstone and then what next? We fear a slippery slope
could occur.
Getting onto the property ladder has not been easy and we worked hard to move into Broadstone
and waited a whole year to do so. We are young and could only afford properties on the edge of
Broadstone, but we wish to stay a part of the Broadstone community and keep it as it is now, a
community where people help and support each other. If all of the areas where the properties are
that bit more affordable for young people wishing to be a part of Broadstone and have families here
are moved to another ward, our voices will not be heard and we will not be able to help shape
Broadstone in the future. We wanted to be part of this community and feel it is important for the
future of Broadstone to let Pine Springs remain within the ward and not create divisions for those of
us who rely on Broadstone for the bulk of our amenities and wish to stay as valid members of the
community whose opinions count.
. I don’t feel that we will ever be considered true residents of Broadstone if
we are no longer in the Broadstone Ward and so I urge you please keep Pine Springs in Broadstone
and let the community, which is built around the current wards stay as thriving and as close as it is
now.
We hope you will consider our thoughts and please keep Pine Springs in the Broadstone Ward.
Yours sincerely,

The Review Officer (Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole)
Local Government Boundary Commission for England
1st Floor, Windsor House
50, Victoria Street
London
SW1H 0TL
24 August 2018

Dear Sir/Madam,
Proposed Changes to Parkstone Ward Boundary
I have lived in Parkstone for a number of years, and am very distressed at the proposed boundary
changes to Parkstone and Penn Hill Wards, as they will divide long established communities and
have total disregard for natural boundaries.
I am particularly energised regarding the proposal to incorporate the following roads on the Western
side of Parkstone Ward into Oakdale Ward.
The roads in question are:
Harbour View Road
Harbour View Close
Danecourt Road (W side)
Hatherden Avenue
North Road (NW side) Constitution Hill Road
There is no natural affinity within these roads to Oakdale, borne out by the extremely limited public
service links. Travelling from any of these roads you would need to go into Poole Centre, then catch
another service out to Oakdale, hardly a seamless boundary. It is not that straight forward making
this journey by car.
Additionally, splitting North Road and Danecourt Road into two different wards will undoubtedly
cause all manner of confusion.
I implore you to rethink this proposed change and allow these roads to remain in Parkstone Ward.
Yours sincerely,

Sent by email to

reviews@lgbce.org.uk

Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

24 August 2018 20:20
reviews
Boundary changes proposed for Poole.

Sir,
I have lived in Pine Springs for over 20 years.
1. My postal address is BROADSTONE, which impacts on insurance quotes,
school catchment areas, Royal Mail sorting office etc.
2. I shop in Broadstone - attend events in Broadstone - use Banks, Building
Society, Post Office, Library, etc
3. If I want to catch a bus to Poole. I have to go into Broadstone. The
Creekmoor buses do not come near Pine Springs.
Broadstone is the community I am part of. I have no knowledge about the issues or facilities in
Creekmoor. The disused railway line provides a physical boundary between the two area.
Historically, the concerns I have raised with my councillors have related to traffic flow, open space
management, car parking and facilities etc. in Broadstone
The Conservative Councillor for my current Ward has written, that if I have an issue about
something in Broadstone, after I am moved into the Creekmoor Ward, my new councillor can refer
it to the Broadstone Councillor on my behalf, and report the response back to me. At a time when
the aim is to reduce the number of councillors this seems to be a waste of councillor’s time, and a
delay in me receiving a reply to the issue I have raised. The implication was that the move to
Creekmoor was already “done deal”, not the subject of a consultation.
There was a recent referendum on the Council Plan for Broadstone. Although I had a vote, Poole
Council had not included the Pine Springs area in the Development Plan.
If the proposed boundary re-organisation goes forward:1. I will be dis-enfranchised in local elections. I will not be able to vote for councillors who
work for/ support, the community I live in.
2. The Creekmoor area votes for the Poole MP; whereas the Broadstone area - including
Pine Springs, votes for the North Poole and Mid Dorset MP. As the Parliamentary
Boundaries are different to the proposed local council wards, this will increase confusion.
Matters which I wish to discuss with my MP, will include issues in Broadstone. However I
will not be aware of work being done by local councillors for the Broadstone area as I will
no longer get information/circulars/leaflets as I will not be in the Broadstone Ward.
Please would you look at the evidence and strength of community feeling, and leave Pine Springs
in the Broadstone Ward.
1
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

25 August 2018 16:09
reviews
Proposed changes to Parkstone ward boundry

The Review Officer (Bournemouth Christchurch and Poole)
Local Government Boundary Commission for England
1st Floor, Windsor House
50 Victoria street
London SW1 HO7L

Dear Sir/Madam,
I write in objection to the proposed changes to Parkstone ward Boundary.
My wife and I have lived and worked in Parkstone since 1976.
understand
there are proposals to transfer our road from Parkstone to the Oakdale ward.
The following is my list of reasons for objecting to this change:

we

1) My wife and I specifically chose to live in Parkstone and not Oakdale.
2) Our three children went to school in Parkstone.
3) We live literally a 10 minute walk from Ashley Cross which is the heart
of the Parkstone area.
4) The centre of Oakdale is significantly further, not a walkable distance
with no direct bus link for us.
5) Our church (St Peters) is situated less than 10 mins walk from our house.
6)Our local library (parkstone), Doctors Surgery, Chemist, Post Office, News agent, fish monger,
and Pub all are in Parkstone and a short walk from our address, as is Parkstone Train Station.
7)

We are appalled at the proposals to change our road from the Parkstone ward to that of Oakdale ! It is
simply not
right to divide our community.
Yours sincerely

1

Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

25 August 2018 17:25
reviews
Proposed Boundaries for Poole, Dorset

Hello,
I am emailing to object to the proposals to move the area of Pine Springs into Creekmoor and removing it from
Broadstone.
I feel very strongly that, as a resident of Pinesprings, I am a member of the strong community that exists in
Broadstone.
My son goes to
School in Broadstone, I take my children to the park in Broadstone, I shop in
Broadstone, I socialise and belong to clubs in Broadstone. I do not have any need to visit Creekmoor and as such do
not feel that I am part of that community. Pinesprings is also naturally divided from Creekmoor by the Castleman
Trailway.
I don’t think it makes any sense to separate Pinesprings from the Broadstone community and I really hope that this
proposed boundary change does not go ahead.
Regards

Sent from Mail for Windows 10

1

Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

26 August 2018 08:31
reviews
Proposed boundary changes affecting the Pinesprings area of Broadstone

Dear Sirs,
I write with a heavy heart that again there are proposed changes to boundaries that would see the Pinesprings area
of Broadstone fall under the Creekmoor ward.
Pinesprings is a vibrant area & is fully part of the Broadstone community, my wife & I regularly use Broadstone, not
only for shopping, banking & the Post Office, but for social pursuits making good use of the restaurants which puts
revenue back into Broadstone, our son has gained employment in Broadstone too having been schooled via
Broadstone First, Broadstone Middle & Corfe Hills, Pinesprings boundary changes have the potential to alter future
school catchment areas away from Broadstone schools.
There is a natural divide between Creekmoor & Broadstone, that being the Castleman Trailway & so it makes logical
sense to keep Pinesprings within Broadstone & not move it into the Creekmoor ward.
There is a real potential detrimental effect on house values within Pinesprings should these boundary changes go
ahead, I mention this in passing – this is not the primary driver for the basis of this email but of course has to be
taken into consideration.
I find it sad that this is the 3rd time that these proposals have been made to move the area of Pinesprings into
Creekmoor‐ that latest being within the last 2 or 3 years, surely the fact that we have been successful twice before
shows the depth of feeling within this community.
Please re‐consider your options & keep the Pinesprings area within the Broadstone ward & community.
Yours faithfully

1

Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

26 August 2018 09:05
reviews
Proposed Boundary Changes

Dear Sir/Madam

Before I convey my views, I certainly hope this is not a forgone conclusion.
I am concerned by your proposals, and feel that whatever changes you need to make due to
financial constraints/local Government proposals should not be to the detriment of council tax
paying residents.
I live in Broadstone, and my association with Broadstone dates back nearly 60 years.
With regards to your proposed boundary changes I find the idea quite offensive with little regard to
those affected by your proposed changes.
I do not live in Creekmoor/Hillbourne therefore I do not want an area in which I do not live, making
decisions about where I do live.
Broadstone has a strong community of which I wish to remain part of.
I do not want to live in an area of which you’ve decided I’m not fully part of.
By the very fact that my address is Broadstone then I should remain part of Broadstone.
I trust I have made my views quite clear and as I stated before, I certainly hope that this
consultation is not just a ‘paper exercise’.
Regards

Sent from my iPad

1

Historically the turnouts in these deprived areas is lower than those parts of the ward that are more settled
and affluent. This can be demonstrated with the individual polling districts in the current Boscombe West.
The area to the south of Christchurch Road has a higher turnout, participation in the electoral process.
Other examples are the current Springbourne area, linked with East Cliff but distinct areas and characters
and as identified in your draft recommendations Merley and Broadstone.
In Boscombe the area to the south of Christchurch road is distinct from that to the north. A Boscombe
Manor ward taking the seafront areas of Boscombe West and Boscombe East would be more cohesive.
Whilst I do not have access to data for 2023 anticipated electorate, I do wonder whether the 3% growth by
2023 has sufficiently taken into account the continued expansion of the 2 universities (Bournemouth
University or Arts University Bournemouth) and the current bulge in secondary pupil numbers, which will
start to increase the electorate by 2023. The current large expansion in Student halls of residence within
the Lansdowne area of Bournemouth does not seem to have been adequately reflected.
The differing interests and priorities of the university students is potentially diluted, whereas their
contribution to the conurbation, especially around the Talbot campuses; Winton and Lansdowne areas
could act as a longer term economic generator for new authority, leading to creation of high skilled
innovative workforce.
Whilst the Commission is not tasked with Constituency boundaries, ward boundaries will, nevertheless,
form the basic building blocks for the anticipated national boundary review. With the proposed multi
member local ward boundaries, there is a greater risk that some wards may be split between separate
Parliamentary constituencies.
My proposal
My suggestion is that the new authority has 76 single member wards. 10 within the existing Christchurch
authority; 36 within Bournemouth and 30 within Poole.
I believe this would have the following advantages:
 Enhances the community leadership role of councillors;
 Increases connection with local electorate;
 Likely to increase the diversity of views and opinions within the authority; reduces the risk of certain
areas and communities being overlooked;
 Reduces the risk of political dominance by a single party organisations or group within a party;
 Addresses some of the concerns expressed by current Christchurch councillors;
 Financial saving in number of polling stations,,with 1 per ward and the associated number of polling
clerks;
 Greater recognition of communities and areas;
 Ability to effectively tackle areas of deprivation;
 Greater cohesion;
 Representation more equal;
 Reduces risk of absentee councillors;
 Makes any future amendments to ward boundaries easier and
 Greater reflects character of an area.
Naming of greater number of wards can reflect historical names such as:
Pokesdown; West Howe; Springbourne; Ensbury Park; Kings Park; Boscombe Manor; West Canford
Heath; Canford; Merley; Southbourne Cliffs; Upper Parkstone; Lower Parkstone; Penn Hill; Jumpers;
Throop and Holdenhurst.
I appreciate that this would involve additional reworking, but believe that this is a golden opportunity for
democratic renewal and reestablish connectivity between councillors and electorate.
I am happy to discuss or clarify any of the issues raised to assist your review of my suggestions. Contact
details below.
Your sincerely
2
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

26 August 2018 15:00
reviews
Bournemouth Lower Gardens

Dear LGBCE,
I wish to express concern regarding the
proposal to divide the Lower gardens using the Bourne Stream as the boundary between Bournemouth Central and
Westbourne and Westcliff wards. It would be better to keep the Lower Gardens as one entity as part of Central
Ward. The Gardens are a focus of activity year round and it is far more logical and less bureaucratic to treat as one.
Yours sincerely,

1

Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

26 August 2018 17:25
reviews
Local Government Boundary Commission for England Draft Recommendations

I am writing to express my views on the Draft Recommendations of the LGBCE for Bournemouth, Poole and
Christchurch. In general I would prefer to see the recommendations implemented of the original Joint Committee
proposal as this better rebalances the wards, is less disruptive to communities and is more easily understood by
residents. I am in a position to comment in more detail on two areas as follows.
I live in Chigwell Road and would agree with the proposal in recommendation 38 to include this area, Strouden
Avenue and the southern end of North Cemetery within the Queens Park ward, with which it has more in common,
rather than Muscliff & Strouden Park.
I strongly
disagree with your recommendation 65. As a resident I felt we were far more a part of the town centre community
(i.e. Central Ward) rather than the Westbourne & Westcliff community. This area is on a similar level to the town
centre and relates to it geographically whereas it is separated from the Westcliff by a steep hill up Priory Road. At
present your proposal creates a numerical imbalance between these neighbouring wards – Central is 5% below the
average and Westbourne & Westcliff is 4% above the average – so it makes sense to include at least the properties
to the east of Exeter Road in the Central Ward.
Lower Central Gardens
. The gardens were left in trust to Bournemouth
Council for the enjoyment of the public. The management of these gardens, which are listed by English Heritage, is
delegated to a Board
The ongoing management of the gardens would be made more difficult if
the area were split between two council wards as per your recommendation 65 as we would need to liaise with two
groups of councillors – far better and more efficient to keep the entire Gardens within one ward, with Central Ward
being the natural choice.
Regards

1

Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

26 August 2018 17:47
reviews
Boundary Commission Review for Bournemouth, Poole and Christchurch

I have been through the recommendations for new electoral arrangements for Bournemouth, Christchurch
and Poole Council dated July 2018.
I am impressed by the thorough and detailed work done by the original joint committee and subsequently
the review and fine‐tuning done by Boundary Commission. I understand that the three main
considerations are to achieve electoral equality; to reflect community identity and to provide effective and
convenient local government.
I support the proposal of the original joint committee as it better rebalances wards, is less disruptive to
communities and is more easily understandable to residents.
I would like to make the following comments with regard to your draft recommendations document:









Littledown and Iford, Moordown and Winton East ‐ I agree with para 35 about keeping Winton East
as suggested by the joint committee proposal.
Kinson North, Redhill and Northborne and Wallisdown and Winton West ‐ I agree with para 41 that
Wallisdwon and Winton West should be replicated in the new council's arrangements. I agree with
para 43 regarding the disposition of mobile home parks and Milford Drive area into Kinson North
and Cherry Tree Nursery into Redhill and Northbourne and the Bear Cross area together with the
even numbered properties on Kinson South Drive, Paget Road and West Howe Close into Kinson
South.
Alderney and Bourne Valley, Newtown, Talbot and Branksome Woods ‐ I agree with paras 48‐50
regarding the division of the Branksome ward, the inclusion of both sides of Alder Road with the
current Alderney Road and the inclusion of the Talbot Heath area with Talbot Woods. In para 50
Poole Road is the logical boundary with Canford Cliffs ward.
Bearwood and Kinson South and Broadstone and Merley ‐ I agree with para 74 reading future
housing of Bearwood being included in the new Bearwood and Kinson South ward.
Bournemouth Central, Canford Cliffs and Westbourne and Westcliff ‐ I agree with para 64. I
strongly object to your proposal in para 65 ‐ the lower gardens should remain as one unit in
Bournemouth Central ward and the roads around Exeter Crescent and Exeter Park Road should
remain in the Bournemouth Central Ward. There is new residential housing coming that will be at
this level (rather than up the steep hill). It will be in close proximity to the Hilton Hotel, the Winter
Gardens mixed use development and the BH2 complex. This town centre accommodation is key to
revitalising this area. The identity of that side of the town centre needs to be 'joined‐up' and seen
as one great place for people to live as well as enjoy restaurants, retail and the night time economy
‐ rather than just having stag and hens at weekends. The atmosphere and culture for the residents
is distinctly town centre oriented and has nothing in common with residential areas in Westcliff
and Westbourne. This area should be retained in Bournemouth Central ward.

If you need any further input from me please feel free to get in touch.
Thank you for your hard work on this so far.
1

Regards,

2

Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

26 August 2018 22:32
reviews
Objection to Proposal to Move Pinesprings into Creekmoor

Dear Sir or Madam,
I wish to object in the strongest possible terms to the proposal to move Pinesrings into the Creekmoor area.
The reasons for this are as follows:








there is no legitimate reason to move Pinesprings into Creekmoor i.e. to do this would leave the Creekmoor
area 11% above the average, and Broadstone 1% in terms of population figures. The number of Electors per
Councillor should remain within the prescribed limits without this change taking place
residents of the Pinesprings area choose to live in the Broadstone community
in most or possibly all cases, the residents paid a premium for their properties. If this proposal were to go
ahead there may be a reduction in property values. How will the property owners be financially
compensated for potential financial losses?
this was proposed previously and rejected. Nothing has changed

Thank you.
Yours Sincerely,

1

Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

27 August 2018 09:43
reviews
New Poole Council ward boundaries

Dear Sir or Madam,
I am emailing to express my concern in relation to the splitting of the current Broadstone
community by moving some areas into Creekmoor (and possibly Merley into Broadstone!).
I currently live in Pine Springs and have lived in Broadstone the majority of my life. My son (and
also myself) attended Broadstone schools, Broadstone scouts and my husband attends the
Remembrance day parade and Legion. We use Broadstone shops for the majority of our needs
(including opticians, grocers, jewellers, florist, travel agents, banks, chemists, funeral, as well as
the usual pubs, restaurants, coffee shops, Tesco & M&S). We also recently voted on the
Broadstone Neighbourhood plan.
I am finding it illogical to imagine that I could in future be voting for councillor who would not be
representing the community in which I participate. I do not use Creekmoor facilities for anything.
How can I vote for someone who is proposing things that do not relate to me? If I was living in
Creekmoor I think I would be annoyed that people in Broadstone were having a say in my affairs!
I will be very sad. Please do not split up our strong community.
Regards

1

Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

27 August 2018 11:02
reviews
Local Government Boundary Commission

To Whom it may concern,
I am a Broadstone resident and have viewed the proposal for how my local area will be represented in council and
local government.
While I understand the need to streamline authorities and to modify processes, never-the-less it is important that the
people who reside in local communities are not discarded and viewed as one whole perspective.
My wife and I moved to Broadstone for the close-knit community, the amenities, the schools and the feeling of having
your say and being heard.
My concern with the new proposal is that this will be diluted and as such will result in not being acknowledged and
being considered.
How will we continue to have our say in the same way as we do now? We have great local champions who work hard
to maintain the spirit of Broadstone and I worry that this new proposal will erode that representation and passion.
I guess this all goes back to money and how to save money but it is important not to lose sight of constituents and the
local community. If we're not careful we will lose identity and become one massive sprawl of numbers, but I guess
that will be somebody else's problem to deal with in the future?
Regards,

1

Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

27 August 2018 11:16
reviews
Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole Unitary Authority

Dear Sirs,
We wish to strongly object to proposals under the above review to place the Pine Springs, Edwina
Drive and Twin Oaks areas of Broadstone into the Creekmoor ward in Dorset.
As residents of Edwina Drive, just a mile from the centre of Broadstone, we consider ourselves to
be very much part of the Broadstone community, based on the current ward boundary. We look to
Broadstone for all our amenities, including library, medical and retail services. In our
years of
residing at our present address we have never had cause to visit Creekmoor let alone use any of
its services.
Please rethink your proposal which seems to fly in the face of basic common sense.
Thank you,
Yours sincerely,

1

Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

27 August 2018 11:40
reviews
Review of Council Boundaries in Bournemouth and Poole

Good morning
I am writing to feedback my views on the proposals for new council wards in Bournemouth and Poole.
I have concerns about the proposed new ward for Bearwood and South Kinson. I have worked in the South Kinson
area since 2002 so know the ward in question.
South Kinson is an area of deprivation and has very little in common with the current ward of Bearwood. The report
hardly mentions South Kinson and provides no evidence that the creation of this ward would benefit the residents
of South Kinson. This proposal does not take into account the very different nature of the two communities or the
natural boundary created by the Ringwood Road. In fact the two wards are currently in different councils and would
continue to be in two different towns. I recognise that the current ward of SK extends beyond the Ringwood Road
but this is due to the Poole/Bournemouth boundary.
I would suggest that a better proposal would be to combine most of the current ward of SK, up to the Ringwood
Road with the ward of North Kinson, creating a 3 councillor ward. This would fit better with the reality of the
current community who have recognisable links with North Kinson.
Kind regards

Sent from Mail for Windows 10

1

Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

27 August 2018 12:25
reviews
Ward Boundary Review

We are writing to express our concern at the current proposal to move the Pine Springs and Twin
Oaks area of Broadstone into the Creekmoor Ward.
We have lived in the Pine Springs area of Broadstone for 14 years and are very much part of the
Broadstone community.
All our local amenities and services are based in Broadstone and we support local businesses,
causes and groups. We therefore object to being moved into the Creekmoor ward where we
would have no vote in local issues affecting Broadstone or access to the support of our ward
councillor should we need it. We object strongly to the idea that we would not have a say in the
issues that affect us in the area we live in and do not wish to feel separated from our local
community.
Our vote would be wasted in Creekmoor as we do not use any amenities or services in this area
and therefore would have no views on what is happening there.
Yours sincerely

1

Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

27 August 2018 12:37
reviews
Change in political boundary- Lower Parkstone BH14

To whom it may concern:
As residents of Harbour View Close, we strongly object to any proposed boundary changes affecting postcode BH14.
Geographically, economically and socially, we identify with Lower/Ashley Cross, and certainly not with Oakdale.
We strongly support all the points made in the excellent letter submitted by our residents’ association.
Yours

1

Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

27 August 2018 13:54
reviews
Proposed Ward change from Parkstone to Oakdale

Dear Sir or Madam

27.8.2018.

I understand from a neighbor that
Parkstone to Oakdale Ward.

the corner of Hatherden Avenue, is to be moved from

WHY?
Surely as our local council you are obliged to inform residents of affected properties of these proposals. I have heard
NOTHING from you. If you are not obliged, then surely as a matter of courtesy you should do so. This strikes me as
an UNDERHANDED WAY to conduct yourselves especially as closing date for comments is today.

How will / could this effect us?
: Very likely that the property value will fall.
: Schooling for children will be further away making it necessary to drive children to
school,
when at present many walk to school.
: We may choose to return 'home' in our approaching 'old age', to be referred to
Oakdale for
care assistance, an area that was green fields and the home of
Oakdale Dairy when I was a child.
Now an area that is alien to me.
Please have the courtesy to keep me up to date with this proposal as we are very much against this proposed
change. Please also inform us of your reasons for the change.
Sincerely

1

Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

27 August 2018 14:46
reviews
Broadstone - Creekmoor Boundary

I Have studied the proposals and see no justification for changing the current Boundaries.
I live
5/10 of one mile and for an active person it is a 10 minute
walk to Broadstone, Broadway for which I have an affiliation with and support the community.
In previous years I lived at Merley which is now being proposed as Broadstone and Merley. The
majority of people in that area use and are affiliated to Wimborne for schools and shopping and will
not venture to support Broadstone.
I cannot accept or agree with the new proposal that the Close where I live is to be put under the
Creekmoor Ward.
This will have a dramatic affect on the value of my property and those around where I live by a
devaluation of £30,000 to £40,000. Further more I come from working in the Insurance business
and I am certain that being placed in the Creekmoor Ward insurances for vehicles and property will
increase in price compared the current Broadstone Ward.
Please take into account my views and others around me who are effected. If I wanted to live in
Creekmoor I would have bought a house there.
Yours sincerely,
Keith Nicholson

1

Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

28 August 2018 00:58
reviews
Boundary change Broadstone into Creekmoor (Dorset)

Re Broadstone boundary changes.

We live in Pinesprings and have absolutely no desire to be represented by the Creekmore Ward. We live and shop
in Broadstone, our children attend broadstone schools (Broadstone First, Broadstone Middle and secondary school).
We regularly use Broadstone Library and the Drs surgery in Broadstone so it makes no sense to move into
Creekmoore Ward to be represented by people outside of where we live our lives. We are also active helpers in one
of the Broadstone scout groups and plan to carry on.
This is the second time the boundary commission has tried to move our boundary and lives to be represented by
creekmoor ‐ nothing has changed since then so this proposal makes no sense. Please, I strongly reject the
proposalon the strongest grounds. Please do NOT publish my name or any of my personal details.

1

I have lived in Pine Springs for over 20 years.
During that time I have enjoyed a feeling of ‘community’ which I believe will be lost if
I am shunted into another ward; the shunting would appear to have nothing to do
with my needs, but instead fulfilling the needs of the BC to ensure the right councillor
per head percentage.
This has come about primarily because of the proposed reorganisation of local
government across the Poole-Bournemouth areas and the projected reduction of
councillors.
Whilst I take the point about the mismatch this would create between councillor
numbers and elector representation, I am a little confused by the ‘gerrymandering’
that this has introduced.
For instance:
Merely will go to Broadstone,
Pine Springs will go to Creekmoor, and
The Upton Country Park will go to Oakdale
It just seems that this merry-go-round will be shunting people around to satisfy a
quasi-political metric.
WHY?
The idea of moulding local communities (and local identities) seems to be of no
importance to the macro-interests of government quangos unsighted by local needs
and interests but in the business of dividing communities.
Broadstone is the community I am part of. I have no knowledge of Creekmoor apart
from driving through it to get somewhere else.
My initial enquiries were with a Conservative Councillor who wrote to me stating that
if I have an issue about something in Broadstone, after I am moved into the
Creekmoor Ward, my new councillor can refer it to the Broadstone Councillor on my
behalf, and report the response back to me. How ludicrous is that?
He implied (rightly or wrongly) that the move to Creekmoor was already ‘a done
deal’, and not the subject of a consultation.
So if anybody is going to listen please would you look at the evidence and strength
of community feeling, and leave Pine Springs in the Broadstone Ward.

I write with reference to the proposed changes to Constitution Hill Road (and other roads) moving them from
their historic Parkstone Ward to Oakdale Ward ‐
I cannot see what benefit this brings to the council in doing this ... it will cost the council monies in the re‐
defining off the area and changes too all sorts thereafter. is our council tax better off being spent elsewhere ...
schools, the elderly, social services to name but a few !
What benefit will this change make to the council or any one effected by it ?
We will ALL incur confusion and additional expenses in this. ....
Will the council be prepared to reimburse residents for increased insurance premiums charges as a result of
moving from a BH14 to BH15 Postcode?
Will they reimburse our time and money from having to instruct all our facilities (gas water, elect , TV etc) ,
personal contracts (Credit Card companies, Store Cards, GP, Virgin/Sky, Driving Licence, Banks Hospital,
Schools, Dentist, Mortgage Company, DVLA, Life Insurance Companies ) and our personal contacts (friends,
family , subscriptions etc) of the change in address
Will we be compensated for the depreciation in the value of our home?
This seems a particular waste of everyone's time, money and resources. Does anyone in the council actually
respect the historic nature of Poole conurbation anymore !

Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

28 August 2018 16:03
reviews
Boundary changes

The Review Officer (Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole)
Local Government Boundary Commission for England
1st Floor, Windsor House
50, Victoria Street
London SW1H 07L
Dear Sir/Madam
With reference to boundary changes in the Poole, Dorset area I am told my road Harbour View Road will
become part of Oakdale.
There are some concerns on this change as firstly this will devalue my property as property prices are
based on areas, even though we would like to think this is not a factor. Other costs would increase like car
& house insurance. Geographically Ashley cross is a five minute walk from my home, Oakdale thirty
minutes.
It seems such a change does not make sense when the road is part of Parkstone & not Oakdale.
Thank you

1

this ridiculous decision is made come and see for yourselves!!

2

Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

28 August 2018 20:22
Parkstone part of oakdale ward

Dear sir / madam
Please record our objection to the revision of this boundary council.
We wish to remain in parkstone as all our amenities and neighbours are here, as they have been for 140 years.
Yours

1
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Comment text:
As residents of West Christchurch our comments are as follows: While we can see you want to get
up the numbers in "Commons" we identify as residents of Christchurch not of the nebulous
Commons area. We feel this boundary including the Airport does not reflect the urban character of
West Christchurch. We could be joined with Central Christchurch and have three Councillors. Also
the naming of Commons is meaningless, West Christchurch ward would be more relevant and
distinctive and would more reflect the interests and identities and be meaningful to the residents of
Christchurch .
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Comment text:
I am writing to object to the draft recommendations of the Pine Springs area of Broadstone being
taken into the Creekmoor ward. I have several areas to comment on. Firstly the Pine Springs area
is most naturally a part of the Broadstone ward. It is separated from Creekmoor by the Castlemain
Trailway and Beechbank Avenue and this makes a clear border and a strong easily identifiable
boundary to each ward. Pine Springs also seamlessly backs onto the southernmost part of the
proposed Broadstone & Merley ward so again the Castlemain Trailway makes a much clearer border
between the wards. The area we live in and function in is Broadstone and Pine Springs is part of
the wider Broadstone Community. We are connected to the community with all the local facilities
provided which we do not have within Creekmoor. We use the doctors, shop regularly in the high
street, use the library and are also part of the church community. It is important for us to have our
say in the community we live in which we did recently in the local plan referendum which, in fact,
included Pine Springs in the Broadstone community. The strength of feeling about the community
was reflected in the fact that 32 % voted in the local plan. We would like to continue to have our
say in the way our local community is managed as the issues that matter in Broadstone are the
issues we care about - the green spaces of Broadstone, parking, shopping, planning, leisure
activities etc and that the issues that may well be important to the people of Creekmoor bear no
relation to our lives and would not inspire us to vote for Creekmoor Councillors. We would wish to
continue to be able to vote for Broadstone councillors who are always active and interested in all
aspects of our community. The other area I have an issue with is the numbers of electorate given
for the two proposed wards and that the Broadstone & Merley ward would increase by just under
600 electorate by 2023 but Creekmoor would only increase by 3! This does not seem correct
particularly as I understand that planning permission has been given for new homes on Sopers
Lane, so straight away these numbers are very questionable. I also note that in the current
proposal Creekmoor has an 11% (8% in 2023) above average for numbers of electorate per
councillor and the Broadstone & Merley only 1% (3% in 2023) so this would seem to be another
good reason to leave Pine Springs in the Broadstone ward and it would go some way to even up
the difference in the above average numbers. I also note that in the list of electoral figures the
Broadstone 3 (part) district proposed to move to Creekmoor (This I assume must be the Pine
Springs area) only numbers 552 so in the 3 councillor ward of Broadstone & Merley it would only
mean an extra 184 electorate per councillor!
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Comment text:
Hatherden Avenue Parkstone Poole BH140PJ To whom it may concern I wish to make clear that I
am totally opposed to the proposal to realign Hatherden Avenue away from Parkstone into Oakdale
ward. My reasons are the same as submitted by the Viewpoint Residents' Association. I have been a
Parkstone resident for the past 35 years. Ashley Cross is my local shopping centre. My children
went to Courthill School, Baden Powell and St Peters School, St Edward's School. They were
Baptised at St Peters church. We are Parkstone not Oakdale people. I think it is ridiculous to
suggest that we move to Oakdale Ward. I hope someone sees sense and throws away this mindless
proposal. Regards Mrs Susan Whalen
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Comment text:
I strongly object to the proposal to take Twin Oaks and Pine Springs out of the Broadstone
Ward.Twin Oaks & Pine Springs have always been within the Broadstone ward and any issues are
dealt with by the Broadstone Councillors and it should remain as it has very strong links to the
Broadstone community. I grew up in Broadstone, and will be moving to Twin Oaks to start a family
in the next month. Broadstone is severely lacking in young family homes and to remove Twin Oaks
and Pine Springs will cause a huge generational imbalance in Broadstone. Young families are needed
in the Broadstone Ward or there will be a disproportionate number of older people. This is not a
democractic reflection across the ward and causes a large generational gap in the town. An electoral
vote in Creekmoor would have no relevance if you live in Broadstone and have been a part of that
community for many years. It would be very unlikely residents of Twin Oaks or Pine Springs would
vote in the Creekmoor ward as they've always been a part of the Broadstone community. We have
chosen to stay in Broadstone due to the brilliant facilities provided. I hope our views will be taken
into consideration. Thank you
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Comment text:
We have lived in Broadstone for the past 28 years moving from a house in Canford Health
specifically to live in the Broadstone area. We are members of the Broadstone Residents Association
and consider ourselves to be part of the community, attending the doctor surgery for ongoing
treatment, the Dentist, Opticians and Sport Centre creating a sense of belonging in the community.
We are also very concerned that if the proposed ward change goes ahead, property prices in our
area of Twin Oaks, will fall. We do not wish to be split from Broadstone and our community in any
way.
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Comment text:
RE: Proposal to move Hatherden Avenue and surrounding roads out of Parkstone Ward and into
Oakdale Ward We wish to voice our joint concerns regarding this proposal and object on the
following grounds: 1) Electoral representation: The move would mean that our current
representation would be significantly increased from 3,447 per councillor to 4,359. That, I believe is
a 21% increase and an unacceptable change in reducing our democratic voice. Your proposals give
the 'new' Parkstone ward a relatively low figure for representation per councillor and Oakdale a
significantly higher one. While appreciating that your plans for the smaller number seats on the
merged council will, inevitably, mean poorer representation, this increase seems unnecessarily high.
Leaving our road and its neighbouring roads in their traditional ward of Parkstone may increase the
revised figure but would not, we suggest, fall outside your targets for either revised wards of
Parkstone or Oakdale. 2) 'Reflect community interests and identities': The proposed change flies in
the face of this. This area, bounded by Fernside Road and Constitution Hill, has historically been
part of Parkstone and there is a strong community link to the Parkstone area. It looks to Ashley
Cross as its nearest local centre and also to Ashley Road, both in Parkstone. The community
associations locally, such as the Viewpoint Residents' Association and Neighbourhood Watch, reflect
this affinity with Parkstone. Also, the area looks to St Peter's Church as its parish centre with its
attendant community involvement. The revised ward plan would divide the existing community
purely for the purpose, it would seem, of bureaucratic tinkering. To unnecessarily sever roads like
Danecourt Avenue and North Road into two halves seems blinkered if your intention is, indeed to
reflect community identities. We have lived in the Parkstone ward for the past 40 years and see
only disadvantages in your proposals, which appear to have been devised from afar without
pertinent local knowledge of this part of the Parkstone area. (PS Can you confirm that whatever the
outcome of your unpopular proposal regarding this particular area, the postcode would not be
changed?)
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Comment text:
I wish to register a very strong objection to the proposal to split Lindsay Road down the middle
from the LV Roundabout towards Branksome Station, thus leaving one side of Lindsay Road in
Canford Cliffs Ward and shifting the other side of Lindsay Road into the "Talbot and Branksome
Woods" Ward. The relationship between both sides of Lindsay Road is a strong one and the whole of
Lindsay Road and the residents need to be all in the same Ward - the Canford Cliffs Ward - as they
should all be treated the same in terms of ongoing and future Council decision-making and activity.
As a long time resident of Lindsay Road it is screamingly obvious to all those living there in Lindsay
Road that no boundary should be place down the middle for just what is probably political
manoeuvring. The relationships across this road are strong and the similarities of the way of life on
both sides is important and should remain as within the same Ward boundary. There is zero
relationship of any sort between that 'Tesco' side of Lindsay Road and Poole Road running parallel
to it. The original County boundary- and old walls defining the boundary are still physically in place
- down to what has long been called County Gates. There are no domestic properties facing onto
Lindsay Road that also have any entrance/exit on the Poole Road side except for 1 locked single
gate. The domestic dwellings on the Poole Road on the opposite side from Tesco all have entrance
areas laid back so far from the actual Poole Road and pavement that in physical terms they are
clearly a long way away from anything to do with Lindsay Road, and in operational / political /
administrative terms are frankly a (virtual) mile apart from anything to do with any domestic
property and domestic residence on Lindsay Road. There is just no relationship of any kind that
links the two roads. Take the time and opportunity to walk from County Gates down to St.
Aldhelm's Road on the Tesco side and it will be blatantly obvious to anyone making that walk that
Lindsay Road has no links - you would feel no relationship with Lindsay Road; you can't even see
into the Lindsay Road properties. This proposed boundary change has clearly been raised by
someone who has no perception of the locality and the absurdity of this proposal. It may have a
political motivation - I can't tell - in shifting the numbers of voters around to 'enable' more
Councillors in a Ward, or perhaps less in another Ward but it makes no sense and offers no value
nor benefit to those residents in Lindsay Road who would thus be relocated into the 'Talbot and
Branksome Woods' Ward. It could diminish the overall level of Council services provided to the
whole Lindsay Road locality. It would gain the residents absolutely nothing. It is clearly obvious that
the boundary should be down the centre of Poole Road from County gates to adjoin the Ward
Boundary towards Branksome Station. Even to look at the red lines of the proposal on the Map, it
is glaringly obvious that this new proposed positioning of the boundary is not logical and appears to
be purely a deliberate manipulation of the boundary for some alternative purpose, and NOT IN ANY
WAY to the benefit of the people living in Lindsay Road who would be impacted by this proposed
change. I most sincerely urge you and ask you in the strongest terms NOT to proceed with this
particular alteration of the Ward boundary. Not logical, not sensible, not beneficial, but possibly
offering a political advantage in some way which should not be a consideration. Forgive me if this
assessment of motive is incorrect but I'm sure you will understand me drawing the conclusion, as
there is no other benefit remotely obvious to be gained by this change. Thank you for your time
and patience in reading this, and for the opportunity for me to submit it. Regards,
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Comment text:
Overall happy, just the one comment and that is on the name of "Christchurch Central" In order to
help retain the town's past heritage can I suggest the revised name of "Christchurch Town". Thank
you
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Comment text:
I do not think it will be advisable to move Upton Country Park into the Oakdale ward. Those of us
who live in Creekmoor are directly affected by events in the park as people attending them park in
our streets and we hear the events often quite clearly. Oakdale has no direct access to the park
and is not impacted in any way by events there. The main access to the park is at the end of
Longmeadow Lane which is in Creekmoor. I would also like to point out that no one lives in the
park so there are no numbers to balance. Oakdale is separated from the park by the whole width of
Holes Bay, and the industrial estate on Willis Way. Creekmoor is the closest community to the park
and the proposed boundary cuts our community almost in half. It is vitally important that when
making decisions on boundary lines that the boundary commision aquaints itself with affected areas
and the impact changes will have on lives. This cannot be done by simply looking at a map on a
piece of paper but by talking to the people who live in affected areas.
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Comment text:
As residents of Lytham Road we find the changing of the Broadstone Boundary to be totally illogical.
We are within half a mile of of Broadstone centre but three and a half miles from Creekmoor
community centre so consider ourselves very much an integral part of the Broadstone community. A
more logical southern boundary would be Hillbourne Road where the type of property is quite
different and more recently built and rather more distant from the Broadway.
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Comment text:
Ref: Broadstone and Merley Change review. I have recently returned to live in Broadstone after a
gap of almost 20 years. I find it to be a close nit community now with residents proud to belong. It
seems counter-intuitive to split off the south of the community and add it to Creekmore to which
residents have no affinity. At the same time, you are planning to include Merley, which is a totally
different area from Broadstone (as is Creekmore). I strongly recommend that you re-allocate the
south parts of Broadstone back into Broadstone Ward where they rightfully belong Sincerely John
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Comment text:
As a resident of Creekmoor for over 20 years, I am not in agreement with the proposal to remove
Upton Country Park from the Creekmoor Ward. Upton Country Park reflects the interests and
identities of our local community. Creekmoor is the closest community to Upton County Park. All
events at the park impact directly on Creekmoor residents, noise from events, overspill parking on
our roads,etc. My family uses Upton Country Park and its recreational facilities. It is easy to safely
walk and cycle to and from Creekmoor unlike Oakdale which has no direct community connection to
Upton County Park.
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Comment text:
re Creekmoor / Oakdale ward boundary. Creekmoor ward should include the area south of A31 &
A350 which includes Upton Country Park and Creekmoor Park & Ride ( as marked in black on my
attached map ) This has been allocated to Oakdale in the proposed new ward boundaries. (1) Upton
Park has no residents - so would have no impact on ward numbers. (2) Creekmoor residents have a
strong affinity with Upton Country Park - attending & supporting events, helping fund & volunteering
there. (3) Creekmoor Councillors have always been responsible for the Upton Country Park area.
Friends of Upton Park and local residents work with the Council to keep it going. The Park is
important for people and wildlife - best understood by residents who live within walking distance of
it. My proposed ward boundary would enable Creekmoor to adjoin Hamworthy ( as it has done )
and keep Oakdale without an appendage it has not had before. Creekmoor has always been known
as a "village" - having a strong sense of local community - linked by pathways and cycleways. A
busy roundabout and main road physically separates it from Oakdale.
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Comment text:
I have lived with my family at
1991, and as such we are well established
residents of Broadstone and are an integral part of the Broadstone community. My house is one of
those which will be moved into Creekmoor under this Boundary Commission proposal and I wish to
register my strong disapproval. We live just a short walk (10 minutes) from Broadstone village
centre, and Broadstone has been the focus of nearly all aspects of our lives over the years. This
includes schools and clubs for the children, doctor, dentist, shopping, socialising and recreation (use
of the Broadstone leisure centre and Broadstone recreation ground). We have never been part of
the Creekmoor community. Creekmoor shops and facilities are a lot further from us than
Broadstone, and indeed there is no equivalent village centre to Creekmoor. Driving to Creekmoor
from my house further highlights the issue of distance. Because it is not possible to cross
Broadstone Way into Creekmoor at the bottom of York Road, we have to drive through Broadstone
centre and take the Broadstone Way towards Creekmoor. For these reasons, Broadstone will
continue to be our focal point for all of the above activities, regardless of any ward boundary
changes. It would be absurd to be excluded from the community and to no longer be part of the
Broadstone Ward. I have done some calculations which show that under the Boundary Commission
proposal, the Creekmoor ward would be 11% over average number of electors, while the
Broadstone ward would be just 1% over. I believe that the boundary to the south of the ward were
to be left unchanged, the percentages would be approximately the same (but in reverse - ie
Broadstone would be around 11% over), which should be acceptable. I do hope that this proposal
will be reconsidered in the light of my comments. Regards,
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Comment text:
I am commenting with regard to the proposed boundary between the Parkstone and Oakdale wards
in Poole. It is proposed that Constitution Hill Road, the top part of North road, Harbour View Road,
Harbour View Close, Danecourt Road, and Hatherden Avenue will no longer fall into Parkstone Ward,
but will be realigned to Oakdale. From your own guidelines for determining wards, a good pattern
of wards should: ■ Provide good electoral equality, with each councillor representing, as closely as
possible, the same number of voters. ■ Reflect community interests and identities and include
evidence of community links. ■ Be based on strong, easily identifiable boundaries. ■ Help the
council deliver effective and convenient local government. The proposed realignment of the above
streets from Parkstone to Oakdale does not appear to meet at least the first three of the above
criteria. Under the forecast proposals the forecast electorate per Councillor for Oakdale would be
4358 whereas for Parkstone it would be 3871. I myself live in one of the above streets for
proposed realignment and I know from personal experience that community interests and identities
are strongly focused on Ashley Cross and the surrounding area, and not in any way focused towards
Oakdale: why destroy that community pull by adopting the proposed realignment? Also, the
proposed realignment does not provide a strong easily identifiable boundary in the area under under
discussion. People identify boundaries by main roads and routes commonly followed to various
destinations in the area. There are no residential properties along the west side of Constitution Hill
Road so it makes more sense to leave all of the above streets, and the area around Poole College
opposite the Civic Centre in the Parkstone Ward and not to realign them to the Oakdale Ward
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Comment text:
We support the views already submitted by the Residents Association regarding the proposed
changes to the Parkstone Ward Boundary. Regards Pamela and William Toleman
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Comment text:
I object to the proposed changes on the grounds of community cohesion and identity. I've been a
Broadstone resident all of my life, initially moving to West Way in the 1970's and now living on
Cowslip Rd, Pinesprings.I've been through the Broadstone schools as have my children.My doctors
and dentists surgery are in Broadstone.I shop in the village and also use the bank, building society,
library and sports centre.I also socialise in Broadstone by using the pub, restaurants and coffee
shops.I have never and would never identify as part of the Creekmoor community and wouldn't feel
represented by a Creekmoor Councillor.
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Comment text:
This to me this just seems like change for change sake and undoubtedly like with all mergers
(Bournemouth, Poole and Christchurch) and the declared savings etc(never really quantified) I
suspect the local people will still be left frustrated and angry around poor and inadequate delivery
of services in the area. As with the boundary changes I and my family now find ourselves being
undemocratically moved into Creekmoor and like the majority of my neighbours suspect feel the
same way. I moved into Broadstone 18 years ago, to be in Broadstone. All my children have gone
to the local schools and my family all use Broadstone facilities and very rarely do we go to
Creekmoor, our choice and our decision. My view therefore is leave things as they are and work on
the challenges that exist rather than waste time and precious money creating a situation and will
leave everyone in no better position in my opinion. Please listen to the local people and do not
force things through that do not have a majority agreement as seems to be the case so frequently.
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Comment text:
Dear Sir / Madam We have recently been made aware of the Boundary Commission's proposals to
re-allocate various roads (housing) into the neighbouring Creekmoor ward. We wish to remain in the
Broadstone ward and hopefully our following comments/reasons will be considered. We moved to
Broadstone 2001, and moved to York Road (also Broadstone) in 2005. During that time we have
increasingly become part of the local community. Our doctors are in Broadstone and so are many of
the facilities we use as well, like banking, postal service, shops etc.. Our knowledge and rapport
with our councillors has also developed over the years and we hope this will not change. We feel
that it is a strong community and although there is little likelihood of immediate, tangible changes
it could be the 'thin end of the wedge' with more tangible changes coming in the future. We would
like to see this community stay intact and not be diffused. Thank you for your time and
consideration.
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Comment text:
As a resident of Broadstone, Poole I would be very disappointed to see the Pinesprings area of
Broadstone become part of the Creekmore ward. Broadcasting is my local area. The high street is
vital to me as I regularly use the shops, I use the Library being a member of the book. Club. I also
volunteer with Broadstone Win on Waste a new and successful event that is helping residents to put
their waste to good use. I am a member of the local catholic church. I am proud of the community
of Broadstone and
feel at home. The boundary changes
seem to be threatening the cohesion of such a vibrant community. I urge the commission to
strongly reject this boundary change. Thank you
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Comment text:
HI, I have lived in
Broadstone for over 14 years . My 3 Children attended
Broadstone first School and Broadstone Middle School.My Doctor is in Broadstone,
,My Dentist is in Broadstone. We are also involved with Broadstone Scouts
Christmas Parade in Broadstone.I hope you can understand that Broadstone is a community that is
thriving due to the input of people with a sense of community that is sadly lacking in the UK
today.By removing Pine Springs from Broadstone would surely damage the strong community spirit
that is clearly evident within
I also understand that if the proposal is accepted that this
would in turn make the Creekmoor Ward over 11% above the national average.I cannot see any
sense in moving Pine springs from the current boundary. Kind Regards
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Comment text:
Dear Sir/Madam I cannot understand why you are trying to change the boundary of Pine
Springs,
. This will only increase the size of Creekmoor by 11%,I have worked in
Broadstone Schools and my eldest Child works in Broadstone. We have a very strong community in
Broadstone that is reflected in the Broadway with its many independent shop.Unlike other parts of
the UK it has very few vacant shops. This proposed Boundary change would change any sense of
belonging within Broadston. Please take into account all of my statements above before making
your decision. Regards
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Comment text:
I strongly disagree with Danecourt Road becoming Oakdale. This would detract from the historical
unity of the Village area with Parkstone St.Peter's as it's hub. The Danecourt Rd area is already
disadvantaged by being part of an island hemmed in by dangerously busy roads. There is no
possibility for children to walk safely to Oakdale schools. Our local amenities are in Parkstone. Any
community grouos would be irrelevant if termed Oakdale as residents like myself would no affinity
with the area as it's shops and amenities are not accessible sensibly on foot. It is sad to further
erode a feeling of community which hss existed since the 1800s be it only a name, Danecourt Road
is in Parkstone. This seems such a waste of time and money which could be used to make our
degradingly dirty and speedtrack of a road more of an asset to the Poole area. Parkstone should be
allowed tto be beautiful too and not neglected and passed from one ward to the next. We count pay
our taxes and have pride in our community and surely the desire of individuals who wish to
contribute their time and money to the places with which they feel belonging is what makes
potentially lovely areas like Parkstone thrive. It was once compared to Menton in France. Lets
maintain that pride of place !
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Comment text:
I generally support the proposed Alderney and Bourne Valley ward, though question the inclusion of
an isolated area to the South of Ashley Road/Poole Road which does not relate to the rest of the
ward. On the other side of the coin the isolation of the one home on the East side of Talbot Drive,
and Talbot Combined School, has never made sense as their issues would be common with the rest
of Talbot Drive. Would prefer to see both sides of Recreation Road in the same ward as the
recreation ground (Alderney & Bourne Valley).
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Comment text:
We are residents of
Broadstone. We do not feel it is appropriate or logical to move
the Pinesprings development from the Broadstone wards to that of Creekmoor. On a personal note
we have no affiliation with Creekmoor and strong linkage with Broadstone. BROADSTONE: 1. We are
registered with a GP surgery in Broadstone
2. We attend the Broadstone Clinic
3. Collect prescriptions from
Broadstone 4. We visit the Junction Sports and Leisure
Centre in Broadstone 5. Belong to Broadstone Library 6. Use Broadstone Post Office 7. Bank
Broadstone 8. Shop regularly in the Broadway Broadstone( Forum Jewellers,
M&S, the Attic, Diana’s etc.) 9. Frequently eat out at Cargo lounge Broadstone 10. Have takeaway
food from Heart of India Broadstone 11.
hildren attend Broadstone
chools(
: 1. Drive through Creekmoor in order to
access the A35 or A350. 2. Drop off charity donations to Julia’s House warehouse We do not feel
that a Creekmoor ward councillor would have the relevant local focus or influence in order to
properly represent the views of the Pinesprings residents who are an integral part of the Broadstone
community.
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each ward. However in taking a wider perspective of the detrimental effects of the existing proposals and removing this anachronism, the
true representation of residents in both wards could only improve. I appreciate wards should maintain a balance of residents across the
whole of the area covered by the prospective unitary council. However this should not be achieved by depriving residents of their voices
in the locality in which they live, participate and appreciate. I hope you will take this into consideration when these matters are
considered in the new unitary council and how it should reflect our communities. Thank you
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Comment text:
I have for many years taken a greater interest in the plans and progressive solutions sought by the
Borough of Poole which are designed to enhance and add real value to the whole area for both
residents and visitors alike. In some respects the Authority achieves success but isometimes it fails
really badly in its delivery and its aspirations. Just take a look at some of the daft stupid and
sometimes horrendous approaches to approving planning decisions, combined with the recent
foolhardy, juvenile approach to handling the simple reorganisation of a contract for the Poole Park
railway. However, Boundary changes are significant in their application, but I am shocked to find
that I have had no such direct communication from the BoP on this issue. How does it affect me?
What are the ideas here? Why would I be remotely interested in being part of Oakdale Ward, a
completely separate identity to Parkstone with a completely different socio economic area to the one
I live in. It is an area that has different needs and challenges. So, is this just a cost saving idea
drawn up by a junior clerk? It gives me that impression. Will this move reduce my Council Tax, and
if it doesn't why bother with it? If changes have to be addressed then Parkstone and Lower
Parkstone are but one area. Why wouldn't they be? The communication on this whole issue sums up
the problem, doesn't it. I sense the blind are leading the blind here and if ever there was a chance
to tear up this current proposal, I strongly suggest that you do so.
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Comment text:
, I strongly object to the joining of Kinson South with
Bearwood. This divides a community which currently is represented at a local area forum by both
Kinson North and Kinson South Councillors. Kinson was in existence long before Bournemouth and
Bearwood is a relatively new development, which has its own community centre. Kinson Community
Centre has members in both North and South Kinson, with hardly any from the Bearwood area. It
makes far more sense to combine Kinson North and South, using Ringwood Road as a natural
boundary. It is a busy dual carriageway after all, so communities on either side of the road are
very much separated. I believe there are a few streets on the Bearwood side of Ringwood Road that
are currently in Kinson South. These streets should be incorporated into Bearwood. If numbers need
to be equalled, the North Bearwood boundary should be extended to include more of Bearcross,
although there are new housing developments about to be built which may also solve this problem.
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Comment text:
This whole proposal is an attack on local democracy, which disregards historic communities going
back, in Poole’s case, to 1247 and which has been forced through without adequate public
consultation. First, there was no mention of any plan to reorganise local government in the area in
any of the election leaflets issued by Conservative candidates (at least in Poole, where I live) at the
time of the last local elections, so there is no electoral mandate for change. To set aside more than
750 years of Poole as an independent local authority without an electoral mandate to do so is
scandalous. Secondly, the claim on the shadow authority’s website that “73% of residents support
change” is entirely spurious. Reading the small print, this figure is based on “a representative
household screening”, in which only a small proportion of residents were included, 17,000 out of
410,000. In the only part of the three boroughs which held a local referendum, Christchurch, 84%
of residents voted against the proposals and over 21,000 took part in this vote. Thus, of those
38,000 residents who have been given a chance to express their views, a substantial majority
(more than 29,000) have expressed their opposition to the plan – some 25,000 voted against it in
the Christchurch referendum and some 4,500 opposed change in the “representative household
screening”. It is profoundly anti-democratic that Conservative councillors have ignored the
overwhelming result of the Christchurch referendum and refused repeated requests by Liberal
Democrat councilors to hold a local referendum in Poole on the proposals, fearing presumably that
the true level of opposition to the proposals would be revealed. Thirdly, coming to the specific
proposals for ward boundaries, the proposed substantial reduction in the number of councilors is a
cut in democratic representation. 76 councillors is not enough to give adequate representation to
the people of Poole, Bournemouth and Christchurch. Why should the fact that a merger of the three
councils has been forced through for political reasons by the Conservatives mean that there should
be fewer councillors? Any reduction in the number of councillors means that the number of voters
each councillor represents has been increased and the say each individual voter has is reduced.
There is no justification whatever for this cut in democratic representation. Fourthly, because a firstpast-the-post voting system is used, 2-member wards are inherently less accurately representative
than 3-member wards. Ideally, every ward should have at least 3 members and the single
transferable vote system, as used in local government elections in Scotland, should be used.
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Comment text:
I do not agree with the Commission's proposal to alter the boundary so that the residents of
Pinesprings should become part of the Creekmoor Ward. We purchased our house because we were
attracted by the Broadstone area. We love the area, the vibrant community of like minded people
and all the facilities on offer, even more so these days as new amenities for a good social life have
been attracted to the Broadway. We support the local library, local schools, sports centre and of
course the lovely shops, cafes, pubs and bars. Creekmoor has none of these! How on earth does
the commission expect people to feel any empathy with an area which does not offer any of the
amenities that we are accustomed to? Creekmoor has no hub or focal point and the atmosphere is
completely different. How could we support the local councillors when they are representing an area
in which we have no interest or common ground? It is particularly difficult to have any interest in
being part of Creekmoor when the local council has made it so difficult to access the ward. They
have even placed physical barriers covering several hundred metres in the form of speed obstacles
on two access roads between Pinesprings and Creekmoor and a width restriction on the third, so we
don't even feel welcome there.
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Comment text:
We moved to Broadstone over 10 years ago
and we
chose Broadstone for its community feel and the amenities close by. We are very proud to live in
Broadstone and are very disappointed to hear that suggestions have been made yet again to move
the boundaries and remove our area from the Broadstone ward. We understand that our local MP is
against this proposal and we also vehemently oppose such proposals. We feel so strongly about the
proposal that, should it proceed, we would consider moving away from the area and we know other
people in the area who feel the same. This would be a terrible shame and we feel it would change
the currently community feel that we all love so much about where we live.
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Comment text:
As residents of Pinesprings estate we feel very very concerned that this proposal is being put
forward once again. We live in Broadstone , shop in Broadstone , attend church in Broadstone ,work
in Broadstone , are registered with doctors in Broadstone, use the leisure facilities in Broadstone,
our children attended school in Broadstone and we paid a premium to buy a House in Broadstone ,
for which we also pay a premium rate of council tax. We have no connection whatsoever with
Creekmoor and would find it extremely difficult to vote for any ‘local’ matters as they would have
no relevancy to us at all. It is rather surprising that in view of the previous reviews history and
Broadstone’s extremely strong sense of community that such an integral part of the community , I.e
Pine-springs is yet again targeted for re-allocation to Creekmoor ward. We would like to register our
very strongest opposition to this proposal and hope that common sense prevails.
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Comment text:
My only proposal would be that the proposed Boscombe East would be better served by being
named 'POKESDOWN' the reason for this is because the history of Pokesdown existed long before
it's neighbour Boscombe or indeed Bournemouth. Pokesdown was also the first to create the
forerunner of a council as we know it today after the breakup of the big local estates. The
population and residents of the proposed area identify themselves as being in Pokesdown and do
not identify themselves with Boscombe rather more so with Southbourne. The map you use for the
street view quite clearly defines the area as Pokesdown. The local railway station was for the large
majority proportion of its history was called Pokesdown and only recently in 2009 changed to
'Pokesdown for Boscombe' which wasn't done without local resistance and chagrin. The locals also
have a strong Pokesdown Community Forum and are rightly proud and invested in their areas
history and community. I do hope you'll take this view into consideration.
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Comment text:
We have been residents of lower park stone for over 30 years and wish to stay in lower park
stone.Our children now adults were born in lower park stone and attended Lilliput court hill and
Baden Powell schools.We moved to harbour view rd in June 2017 and we would not have purchased
here had we known it would not be in lower park stone. We paid a premium price for the property
in lower park stone and feel the property would lose value .Would we be compensated for any
devaluation ? Our lives revolve around lower parkstone and Ashley cross shopping,working
,socialising,friends and dog walking and we wish to remain in this community. We have no
connections with oakdale at all. Would this change affect our post code as we feel this would effect
property prices and the nightmare of changing postcodes with all we correspond with
banks,family,friends,utility companies,doctors etc.Who would pay to have all my business stationary
reprinted? Would we have to change doctors? Would we still be in the same school catchments? If
we wanted to live in oakdale we would have bought in oakdale We feel the boundaries should be
left as they are.If any changes had to be made we feel that the boundary should be long fleet rd
up constitution hill to sea view We do not think this consultation has been handled well .We have
had no correspondence from the council and only heard about this from a neighbour this week ,, .
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Comment text:
Reasons that I wish the whole of Pinesprings in Broadstone to remain in Broadstone. • I feel that I
am part of the Broadstone community • I belong to a number of clubs and societies that are
Broadstone based • I use the Broadstone Library • I use the village shops • I use the Post Office in
Broadstone • The community is very close-knit • I use the medical and dentist amenities • My
children have attended Broadstone schools • I bank in Broadstone • I support the arts and music
activities in Broadstone. • I have been, and still am, a committee member of charitable activities in
Broadstone. • My family worked hard and aspired to live in Broadstone not in Creekmoor. • I
consider that I live in Broadstone. • I have worked hard for the Broadstone community and feel
strongly that it is MY community. • There is a totally different society in Creekmoor than in
Broadstone. • I do not shop in Creekmoor • I have no affinity with Creekmoor This is a change that
was proposed some years ago and the residents of Pinesprings fought it then and will do so again.
This I feel is a way of the Council purposefully splitting up a community in order to make it weaker.
There is a natural boundary which defines Creekmoor and Broadstone. This involves an ancient
routeway and heathland that It would be wrong to change this boundary. There is an alternative
proposal that keeps the community together and still meets the criteria. I urge you not to cut
Pinesprings adrift from our village of Broadstone!
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Subject - proposed changes of the Parkstone and Oakdale boundaries - 2018.
FAO of the Review Officer (Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole) Dorset.
I am writing to you as an elderly lady, having lived here since 1986 and Parkstone is my address.
When my late husband and myself bought this property, we paid Parkstone house prices, not those
of neighbouring Oakdale. If we had wanted to live in Oakdale or that was all that we could afford,
that would have been a different matter. This area has been Parkstone since 1880, the Parish Church
is St Peter's Parkstone, and I and many others are regular attendees there and make use of the other
Parkstone parish facilities.
When things are not going well for a political party or local government, it always seems to be spend money on making changes. We seem to be forever in state of constant change, never giving
time enough for the previous changes to settle and see if they work before the next change is thrust
upon us. The constituency boundaries have served us well for many years - so why change them, it
seems to-day that change is the answer to everything, regardless of people or democracy. From
talking with friends and neighbours who all live in the affected roads, not everyone was made aware
of the proposed changes - sounds a bit like gerrymandering to me. This maybe, in the future, an
opportunity to introduce other changes.
Has anyone given thought about schools, doctors surgeries and expect more, maybe our post code.
Which brings me back to house value. Oakdale properties have a lower value than Parkstone, so
why should I be the loser through no fault of mine, should I sell at any time, just to appease a few
councillors and MPs.
This week on the news - there was a report regarding the expense of the mayoral cars - what a waste
that is, when a taxi is sufficient. We all have to make our money go along way - we are all in this
together - remember that. Use the money which has been set aside for boundary changes to improve
our hospitals, keep Poole A&E and not move it to Bournemouth, and why move the Poole
Maternity Unit. Use public money more efficiently to improve local services and health care, do not
waste it on attempting to make political changes, which are for the benefit of the few and not the
many - more unnecessary expense and as I said above sounds like gerrymandering.
It is sad that money can be found and used on this unnecessary move of boundaries. We need more
beds and nurses in our hospital, improved education and to have our roads and streets cleaned of
filth, litter and dogs mess. Additionally, these allocated funds for unnecessary re-organising the
political boundaries could have been more wisely spent on:
(1) Cleaning up the unofficial dumping that occurs on the corner of Danecourt Road and Fernside
Road;
(2) Where Danecourt Road is split by North Road - the east side of the crossing is so over grown
that when it rains - the area floods and also the drain cover is hidden by the weeds etc;
(3) For visitors arriving by bus - the public toilets have been closed for some time now and those
wishing to 'spend a penny' now have to negotiate their way to the top floor of the Dolphin Centre which is difficult for the elderly, disabled and families with small children - and only when the

centre is open, out of hours there are no public facilities for those who have travelled here by bus or
coach, therefore it his not surprising that some people end up spending a penny or two where they
should not;
(4)The Coach Station (National Express etc) is on an isolated piece of ground and should be part of
the transport hub with the bus station;
(5) Recently it was reported that funding awards for Poole have led to the largest percentage
increase in bus use in the country (outside London), the station currently provides around 900 bus
departures a day with over three million bus station users each year - see point 3 above - spend this
money where it is needed and not on some political fantasy.
Poole and in particular Parkstone is my home. This is where I have chosen to live. When I see
public money being squandered in this way, I am tempted not to pay my council tax and would a
Judge put me away?
The public have been asked for their views (referendum on Europe) and now the politicians are
fudging the issue and not acting as the people voted - democratic inertia, will the same happen here,
in Poole regarding the changes of the boundaries, I sincerely hope not.
Yours faithfully

25.08.18
Dear Boundary Commission,
I am writing in relation to the proposal put forward by the Joint Committee to move Pine Springs
area into Creekmoor.
We do not agree with this proposal for the following reasons:
• We chose to live in Broadstone, not Creekmoor. After a long time searching for a
house, we chose to settle in Broadstone ward for a variety of reasons.
• Concerns about the resale value of our property. We received a loud and clear
message from the dozens of estate agents we were registered with, regarding the cost of housing
within Creekmoor, compared to the cost of housing in Broadstone. Based on what we’d been
advised by the local estate agents, if our house changed to Creekmoor ward, overnight our house
value would potentially drop by £26,000 and the money we have spent thus far in renovating our
house would be lost.
• Concerns about the impact on the school catchment area as a result of Pine Springs area moving
into Creekmoor ward.
• The commission should not be seeking to destroy / weaken existing communities.
• Many of the residents in Pine Springs, including our family, shop in Broadstone and have a strong
sense of belonging to the Broadstone community. No such link exists
with Creekmoor.
• Key services that we access are in Broadstone; that is, GP and dentist.
• If Pine Springs joined Creekmoor I would have to vote at a polling station in Creekmoor
for candidates who focus ‐ quite correctly ‐ on the needs of Creekmoor.
• There are no connecting bus routes between Broadstone and Creekmoor.
• When considering the Joint Committee proposal there is no need to move Pinesprings
into Creekmoor.
• Pine Spring residents are very much part of the Broadstone community and look to the
centre of Broadstone for many amenities, events and services. It is built around the
current ward boundary and it should be kept as such.
• When considering your own proposal, the Creekmoor ward would become 11% above
the average, leaving Broadstone +1% on current population figures. There is no need to move Pine
Spring roads out of Broadstone.

This proposal potentially has far reaching financial / emotional / social implications for my family
now and when we decide to move in the future. We do not agree with the proposed changes for the
reasons detailed above.

